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This Sci-fi trilogy is packed with everything from, murder, horror, love, a maverick detective hell
bent on finding the truth, and will have you asking more questions of what is really going on in the
world. Is planet X really out there, heading for Earth? Are there really people out there with alien
technology, ready to use it?
When Tom Hansen invents the quantum chip and his work is shelved, he his surprised to discover
that three years later that the military had taken his technology and built the worlds only Quantum
computer called AVA (Advanced Virtual Algorithm) . The only thing now missing is the programming
codes Tom had hidden away in his mind, and now they need him, alive, to finish the project.
Kidnapped and trapped deep below ground, he soon realises that his life and his families is in
danger, and must now find a way to finish what he started, three years ago.
Inspector George Billings is woken early, from yet another drinking binge, and with another
hangover, is informed of the multiple killings the night before. As the pieces start coming together,
and camera footage that reveals something so fantastic, he never thought possible. The real reasons
why these seemingly innocent people have been murdered starts coming to light. With the military
trying to cover everything up, he is on a mission to try to find the truth, before it all lost, buried deep
beneath a secret military underground facility right under everyone’s noses!
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When Tom Hansen invents the quantum chip and his work is shelved, he his surprised to discover
that three years later that the military had taken his technology and built the worlds only Quantum
computer called AVA (Advanced Virtual Algorithm) . The only thing now missing is the programming
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and camera footage that reveals something so fantastic, he never thought possible. The real reasons
why these seemingly innocent people have been murdered starts coming to light. With the military
trying to cover everything up, he is on a mission to try to find the truth, before it all lost, buried deep
beneath a secret military underground facility right under everyone’s noses!
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